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OVERVIEW

Spacious brand new villa in Cala Canyelles, Lloret de Mar.
Newly built villa located in Cala Canyelles, Lloret de Mar. The house, which is ready to
move into, offers open views and has sun throughout the day. The entrance is on the
ground level and the rest of the house is below.
At the entrance level we have a large hall, access to a large terrace and a garage for
two cars.
lucasfox.com/go/cbr27249

The next level down offers three bedrooms and two bathrooms (one private and the
other shared). The bedrooms stand out for their high ceilings, their spaciousness and
their large windows.
On the level below this we have a living-dining room, a kitchen by the brand Santos, a
guest bathroom and the master bedroom with a private bathroom. Both the living
room and the bedroom have direct access to the outside.
The house is equipped with underfloor heating, air conditioning with heat pump,
parquet in all bedrooms and marble in the living room and in the bathrooms.
The exterior offers a swimming pool and a garden that is on two completely flat
levels.
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Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming pool, Garden, Private garage,
Wooden flooring, Natural light,
Marble flooring, High ceilings,
Underfloor heating, Parking, Views,
Utility room, Transport nearby,
Storage room, Security, Pet-friendly,
New build, Near international schools,
Heating, Exterior, Equipped Kitchen,
Double glazing, Chill out area, Balcony,
Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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